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gubernatorial transitions &

The STaTe 
BudgeT



“State government: it’s all 
about the budGet.” 

Fred Klass, former Chief Operating Officer, 

California Department of Finance

The state budget is the de facto statement of the Governor’s policies. 

Transitions to new leadership can sometimes mean shifting gears to 

different policy and budget priorities. This document provides an 

overview of four key issues to focus on with the state budget.
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1 uNdeRSTaNdINg The CuRReNT BudgeT 
eNVIRONMeNT

Top priority during transition should be understanding 

the budget. The state’s budget is one of the most impor-

tant overall documents that sets priorities and directs state 

policy.  By directing where the state’s money is spent, the 

budget is in effect the state’s financial plan — and very im-

portantly, the state’s de facto strategic plan.  Due to the bud-

get’s importance, Governors and their staff should spend 

time immediately after the election understanding the fis-

cal situation in the state and the state’s budget process.  

State budgets are growing slowly. State revenue growth has 

slowed down substantially since calendar year 2016 began. 

Fiscal 2016 general fund revenues grew just 1.8 percent; 

about half the growth rate of the prior four years. Budgeted 

revenue growth for fiscal 2017 is 3.6 percent but states are 

revisiting those estimates in preparation for the fiscal 2018 

budget development process. State general fund spending 

growth has averaged 4.2 percent over the last four years. Of 

the total growth in state government spending over the last 

four years, from all fund sources, Medicaid has comprised 

55 percent of that growth. 

States continue to make education and healthcare the pri-

orities. The fiscal 2017 budgets continue to increase state 

spending on K-12 education and Medicaid. K-12 education 

share of general fund spending has stayed consistently at 35 

percent over the last ten years while Medicaid’s share has 

grown to 20 percent from 16 percent in 2008. Excluding 

Medicaid, federal funds to states have declined over the 

past four years.

Governors will have to make difficult decisions. Personal 

income and sales tax revenues make up about 75 percent of 

state general fund revenues. As modest economic growth 

*39-year historical average annual rate of growth is 5.5 percent                 *Fiscal 2017 numbers are enacted

Source: NASBO Fiscal Survey of States

  Annual Percentage Change in General Fund Expenditures
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Source: NASBO State Expenditure Report

“Budgets are the spinal column of 
modern government, with lots of 
potentially painful nerve endings.”   

Richard Nathan, former director, Rockefeller Institute of Government

continues, state revenues have followed. With Medicaid 

spending growing at a faster pace than state revenues, com-

bined with growing pension liabilities, governors face dif-

ficult budgetary choices in fiscal 2018. Additionally, long-

term federal uncertainties regarding such items as the 

national debt, entitlement reform, and possible tax policy 

changes pose potential challenges to states. Governors will 

likely have to weigh a number of demands in an environ-

ment of constrained revenue and spending growth.

General Fund Expenditures

 by Function,  Estimated Fiscal 2016

Total State Expenditures 

by Fund Source,  Estimated Fiscal 2016
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2 ChOOSINg The BudgeT dIReCTOR aNd 
uTIlIzINg BudgeT OffICe STaff

The IMpORTaNCe Of The BudgeT dIReCTOR

Budget director choice is critical. Due to the critical 

importance of the budget, one of the most important 

decisions a new Governor will make is the selection of 

his or her budget director. More than just a technician, 

the budget director plays an increasingly important role 

in communicating and promoting the Governor’s policy 

objectives since fiscal issues are paramount, especially now. 

The budget director must give the Governor objective and 

accurate advice to enable the Governor to make the best 

possible budget decisions.

Need for all details. The state’s chief budget officer and 

the budget department are responsible for putting together 

and executing the entire state budget. The budget director 

must give the Governor thoughtful, honest, accurate and 

apolitical information about the budget to enable the 

Governor to craft a realistic and responsive policy agenda.  

The Governor and Governor’s staff should not expect the 

budget director to be the type that simply “tells them what 

they want to hear.”

ChOOSINg The BudgeT dIReCTOR

Variety of skills necessary. Budget making primarily 

involves policy analysis and financial management skills 

and the budget director should therefore have a firm 

understanding of the critical policy issues facing the state.  

In addition to having a firm grasp of policy challenges in the 

state, the budget director must fully understand the state’s 

fiscal and economic position and be aware of any expected 

changes in the coming months or years.  He or she must 

also acknowledge and understand the political climate and 

pressures that the Governor will face with respect to the new 

budget.  Finally, the budget director must give the Governor 

objective and accurate fiscal data and information to enable 

the Governor to make responsible budget decisions.  

Responsibilities. All of these responsibilities require the 

budget director position to be filled by someone with 

superior skills in a variety of areas.  In general, the Governor 

should look for someone with most or all of the following 

attributes:

►  Experienced background in policy, economics, 

and/or financial management.

►  Credibility necessary to promote the state’s 

policy goals to agencies, legislators and outside 

entities, such as bond rating agencies. 

► Excellent managerial skills to handle issues within 

nearly every agency.

► Capable communication skills to transmit 

complex budget issues to state officials and the 

public. 

►  Political knowledge of state politics and the state’s 

political history and decent political savvy to craft a 

strategy for budget adoption.

In addition, it’s important for the budget officers to have: 

► A solid understanding of state agencies and 

programs to convey to the Governor the policy 

implications of various budget options.

►  The confidence to tell the Governor and his or 

her staff their recommendations and information 

about the fiscal situation. 

“the budget officer should 
have the courage to tell the 
governor the truth about 
the state finances.”   

Dall Forsythe, author of Memos to the Governor
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3 TakINg IMMedIaTe CONTROl Of The 
BudgeT

A key tool. The budget is the primary tool the 

Administration has available to emphasize the Governor’s 

immediate priorities and to turn campaign promises into 

action items for the new Administration.  In other words, 

the budget allows the Governor to place his or her priorities 

at the top of the agenda by allocating or reallocating funds 

to match the new Governor’s priorities.  The priorities 

of the new Governor will also be a key focus if programs 

need to be cut in order to maintain a balanced budget. The 

most up-to-date fiscal information is crucial in order to 

set a course for the administration that is in line with fiscal 

realities.

Time is critical. Since the time between the election and 

presenting or amending the first budget is so short, adequate 

time should be spent developing an overall budget strategy 

that is designed to meet the Governor’s immediate policy 

goals.

Don’t wait too long. There are many examples of incoming 

Administrations that waited too long during the transition 

process to begin these important budget-related efforts. 

Any proposals or amendments to the budget should be 

examined carefully given the realistic condition of the 

state’s fiscal situation.  The proposals should be carefully 

weighed and based on whether the current revenue levels 

are sufficient to meet the Governor’s stated policy goals.  

Also, a determination should be made to see if funds in the 

outgoing Governor’s budget are allocated contrary to the 

new Governor’s policy agenda.  All of this is important early 

in the process since bad decisions made during the budget 

process in the first few weeks of the term can come back to 

haunt an Administration.  

Develop goals. The Governor and his or her staff should 

develop realistic goals of what they want to achieve through 

the budget in the first few months of the term.  What 

programs need to be funded?  What revenue changes does 

the Governor want to achieve – a particular tax cut or tax 

increase?  Are there programs the Governor would like cut 

or not to fund at all?  

Transition briefings. Early in the transition the Governor 

and key staff should be briefed on:

► Budget Process - Basics of the budget process—what are 

the major spending drivers? 

► Current State Fiscal Situation - The state’s current fiscal 

and economic situation (post-election).

► Is there any money - A realistic appraisal of what is 

possible to do in the first budget during the first few 

months of the term - What monies might be available 

for the incoming Administration’s priorities – will there 

be any?

► Realistic forecasts - Ask for fiscal forecasts for the next 

few years to understand the future.  Forecasting the 

future is obviously incredibly difficult, but absolutely 

necessary.

Budget Office: Have a plan. Once the incoming Governor’s 

goals for the budget are established, it is crucial for the 

budget director to develop a plan on how to implement 

these goals.  Whether the incoming Administration is 

amending a budget already proposed by the out-going 

Governor, or whether the incoming Governor is proposing 

a new budget, there is typically a very limited amount of 

time to make proposals.  This is why the budget director’s 

role is so critical early in the Administration.

“Success in budgeting marks a 
governor as a strong leader.” 

Dall Forsythe, author of Memos to the Governor
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4 leaRNINg The BudgeT BaSICS

The NON-dISCReTIONaRy paRT

During the campaign, a lot of budget numbers are discussed 

but often at the aggregate level.  Now, it is critical for the 

new Governor and staff to understand the basic parts of the 

budget.

What’s difficult to cut - The budget officer and finance 

staff can play a critical role by helping to communicate 

the budget to the Governor and staff by breaking down the 

parts of the budget in detail.  There are, for example, a large 

number of budget items that are difficult to cut – at least in 

the short-term, and thus require a longer-term strategy to 

change.  These include:

► Debt service (payments to bond holders): No state has 

defaulted on their bonds since the Great Depression.  

►  Elementary and Secondary education represents 

the largest portion of state budgets. Many states 

have had state appellate court decisions that affect 

the level of funding required for schools. 

►  Entitlement programs, such as Medicaid, which  include 

a required state share. Under federal requirements 

governing Medicaid programs, there are certain 

restrictions in program changes.  There are cost 

containment strategies that may be pursued.  

► State contributions to employee retirement and 

health plans often represent contractual obligations 

and may require a longer-term strategy to adjust.  

►  Court ordered funding such as funds ordered for mental 

health or corrections programs.

Source: NASBO Fiscal Survey of States

Enacted Midyear Budget Cuts 
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BuIldINg BlOCkS Of The BudgeT

The Governor must also be aware of any existing expenditure 

obligations stemming from special agreements, law suits or 

other actions.  Very little of the multi-billion dollar budgets 

of states involve discretionary parts that are easily re-

directed or cut.  Understanding the basic building blocks 

of the budget and what parts are currently discretionary —

and what parts are not — is critical to ensuring good budget 

decision making in the first few weeks.  Good budget 

decisions, and the lack of bad decisions, early on will pay off 

throughout the Governor’s term and may prevent future 

serious fiscal or political problems.

Despite these immediate realities, it is also important for 

the Governor to understand that over time, it is possible 

to change even non-discretionary portions of the budget.  

In the long-run, although not necessarily an easy task, it 

is possible to create necessary modifications to deal with 

the Governor’s policy priorities.  In the shorter-term, 

Governors have the opportunity to use the discretionary 

parts of the budget to implement their own priorities 

through resource allocation and re-allocation.  Governors 

and their new staff should be aggressive in pushing for 

information about long term changes to formulas and 

other non-discretionary parts of the budget that can make 

a real difference in costs over time.  Otherwise, Governors 

and their staff will find that there will be very few funds 

available for the Governor’s future priorities. 

payINg aTTeNTION TO ReVeNue fOReCaSTS 

Understand the economic and revenue situation - 

Right after the election, the Governor should gauge and 

understand the economic climate — and the revenue 

forecasts resulting from that climate — in the state.  The 

Governor will want to be advised about the current 

economic forecast, when financial forecasts are updated, 

and risks to the forecast.  

Assessing the revenue estimates and fiscal outlook.  One 

of the first sets of briefings during the transition period is to 

assess the state’s fiscal outlook for the next year or multiple 

years. Many states have a formal revenue estimating group 

that forecasts state revenues for the budget process; others 

use the revenue department or the budget office. The 

revenue estimate dictates the primary budget constraint 

that a new Governor’s policy platform must work within. 

Source: NASBO Fiscal Survey of States                   *Fiscal 2017 numbers are enacted

Annual Percentage Change In General Fund Revenues
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The Budget office staff typically prepares a fiscal outlook 

that takes the revenue estimates and incorporates the 

expenditure side of the budget with multiple assumptions 

to model the amount of spending under current law and 

policies. These include funding requirements associated 

with elementary and secondary education, Medicaid, 

corrections, pension, higher education, employee salary 

and benefits, and many other cost elements. These analyses 

are critical to understanding how a new Administration 

can identify how the Governor’s principles and priorities 

fit within the current fiscal context. It is important for the 

Governor and key financial advisors to understand the 

underlying assumptions and the risks to these forecasts. 

Debt affordability. Many states have debt affordability 

policies, either formal or informal, that provide a constraint 

on the amount of new debt included in upcoming 

capital budgets. It is important to understand the basic 

components of these measurements and what that means 

for upcoming budgets. Budget office and finance staff keep 

these measures up-to-date and also can provide historical 

information on the amount and purposes of debt used in 

the past, which provides important context for the new 

Administration’s views on transportation, education and 

economic development infrastructure approaches.  

Budget Reserves - Almost all states (forty-eight) have 

Budget Stabilization or “rainy day” funds, which represent 

the money a state holds but doesn’t return to the taxpayers 

in the form of services or tax rebates.  They are saved for, as 

described, difficult fiscal times — a “rainy day”.  Many states 

then used those funds during the steep revenue decline 

which helped to dramatically ameliorate the pain of budget 

cuts and other actions necessary to balance state budgets.

Theses funds are generally drawn upon during revenue 

shortfalls and tight fiscal times, and built up during stronger 

fiscal periods.  When considering whether to use surplus 

balances for recurring purposes, it is important to consider 

the long-term fiscal outlook of the state and the policy 

priorities of the Governor.

The use of rainy day and surplus funds will vary depending 

on the rules for deposits and withdrawals, which is 

determined by statutory, budget bill or Constitutional 

requirements.  The level of reserves held varies significantly 

by state. The average state's rainy day fund balance was 4.9 

Median Rainy Day Fund Amount As A Percentage Of Expenditures

Source: NASBO Fiscal Survey of States and NASBO State Expenditure Report
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percent of general fund expenditures prior to the Great 

Recession. That dipped to 2.0 percent in fiscal 2010 and 

has risen to 5.2 percent in fiscal 2016. It is important to 

maintain a balance adequate enough to address unforeseen 

situations and limit mid-year budget cuts, but small enough 

to prevent legislators and the public from charging the 

state with hoarding tax revenues.  There are other benefits 

of maintaining a rainy day fund, including a decrease in 

the amount the state must borrow in fiscal crunches, credit 

market and bond rating implications, and the fact that 

rainy day funds add assets to the state’s balance sheet.

MaINTaININg BudgeT STaBIlITy aMId 
CyCleS Of gOOd aNd Bad TIMeS

States are affected by the boom and bust that occurs in 

economic cycles. On average, 75 percent of states' general 

fund revenues are from the individual income and sales 

taxes. Typically during an economic downturn states lag 

behind the national economy as a whole in recovering. 

Even when a Governor enters office in a strong fiscal 

environment, he or she must  recognize that even small 

fluctuations in the economy can impact budget decisions.    

The budget, representing the policy priorities of the 

new Governor, includes numerous ongoing spending 

commitments.  States typically spend about 3 out of every 4 

general fund dollars on K-12 education, higher education, 

and health care including Medicaid.  Many states also are 

experiencing spending pressure in transportation and other 

infrastructure financing; corrections; education spending, 

including court decisions to increase the state share of 

spending for both instruction and facilities; and pensions.  

The Governor will want to have a full understanding of the 

ongoing spending commitments and how to balance these 

commitments with policy initiatives.  

The overall fiscal policies of the state also involve the 

ability to manage debt.  A debt management policy takes 

into account debt service payments relative to the overall 

budget.   Otherwise, a disproportionate amount of revenues 

would be allocated to servicing the debt and would not be 

available for current services.         

States are accustomed to developing their fiscal plans with 

an anticipated balance in place.  Decisions to increase 

ongoing programs or provide permanent tax cuts need to 

be evaluated with mechanisms in place to make changes 

should revenues not materialize. The effort to maintain 

adequate balances helps mitigate the disruption to state 

services during an economic downturn.  Even with 

maintaining adequate balances, states have been forced 

to cut midyear budgets during the last three economic 

downturns.  

In addition to the inevitable economic cycles affecting state 

budgets, longer-term demographic changes also affect state 

budgets.  Similar to the federal government, states are also 

anticipating the impact from “baby boomer” retirement 

which will place additional demands on state services, 

especially health care and primarily Medicaid.  Moreover, 

the change from working to retirement status for this large 

population cohort could have a negative impact on state 

revenues if taxable income declines.  States need to prepare 

themselves for the shift from these major demographic 

changes as they undertake fiscal plans. 

The long-term forecasts for the federal budget and 

the demand for defense and entitlement spending are 

placing severe constraints on federal revenues. In this 

environment, a new Governor would want to be cautious 

regarding assumptions about additional aid from the 

federal government for ongoing programs.  

Even with prudent planning, the impact of economic 

cycles on the budget process makes it a challenging task.  A 

new Governor needs to cautiously evaluate fiscal decisions 

during healthy economic times to avoid crisis budget 

management.  By doing so, they maintain the confidence 

in government’s management of public resources. 

Budget issues are one of the most critical concerns for 

Governors; therefore, understanding the budget situation 

as early as possible during the transition can be critical to 

the success of a Governor. Likewise, appointing officials 

in the finance and budget area with the appropriate 

experience and expertise is paramount.
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VIdeO SeRIeS

NASBO has created a state budget basics video series to help 

educate individuals on state budget concepts such as:

The State Budget Process

State Budgets & Spending

State Taxes & Revenue

State Budgets & the Federal Government

key BudgeT RepORTS

All NASBO reports are available free for download 

Fiscal Survey of the States

State Expenditure Report

Budget Processes in the States

Capital Budgeting in the States

Investing in Results: Using Performance Data to Inform State 
Budgeting

Health Care Toolkit for State Budget Officers: Resources for Imple-
menting the Affordable Care Act and other Health Care Reforms 

Improving Postsecondary Education Through the Budget Process: 

Challenges & Opportunities 

ReSOuRCeS   

aBOuT NaSBO

The National Association of State Budget Officers 

(NASBO) has served as the professional membership 

organization for state budget and finance officers since 

1945. NASBO collects and distributes data on state budgets 

and provides research and technical assistance to states.  

As the chief financial advisors to our nation’s governors, 

NASBO members are active participants in the public 

policy discussions at the state level. The organization also 

provides policy development, education, and training 

opportunities for members.  

For more information about NASBO, please feel free to 

contact John Hicks Executive Director, at (202) 624-8804 

or jhicks@nasbo.org.

Credit: Destination DC 

mailto:jhicks@nasbo.org
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